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Design. Revolutionize.

Materials scientists and engineers design, develop and produce traditional and advanced materials for diverse applications in many industries. The broad career responsibilities require competence in science, engineering, math, and the social sciences. The curriculum develops skills in problem-solving, engineering analysis and design, as well as communication. The Department builds in students a broad foundation in the science & engineering of materials, preparing students for careers in industry and graduate school.
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The College of Engineering, Computing & Applied Sciences is offering virtual online information sessions with the ability to attend a major-specific breakout session afterward.

Tour Campus



17th Annual MRS/OSA Poster Competition
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Find Your Path



Our programs allow students to explore the building blocks of all materials through hands-on research. Discover More.





Arabella Hunter, a student in the Department of Materials Science and Engineering, has been selected to participate in the Beckman Scholars Program. This prestigious recognition is made possible by the Arnold and Mabel Beckman Foundation.
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Colloquium Series Spring 2024
MSE is very happy to announce The George and Dot Bishop Advanced Materials Colloquium Series made possible by a generous gift from the Bishop family in memory of their parents. 

Schedule For Spring 2024
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            Top News
Jan16
Giovanni Orlandi becomes second Clemson University student in two years to win a Churchill Scholarship
Read More

Dec13
Researchers see high promise for developing next-generation batteries
Read More

Nov15
Clemson University’s Kyle Brinkman clinches triple global honors in ceramics
Read More
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